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A steric model of the smectic-C phase is presented, with molecules assumed to have a
symmetric zig-zag shape (this kind of molecular gross shape may arise from obliquely
placed end chains). The interaction between such molecules depends on mixed tensors & v,
etc., as well as on the usual tensors v v, v v, and similar higher-order tensors, where v

and v2 are unit vectors denoting the directions of the long molecular axis and a transverse
axis, respectively. A simple interaction, which includes a term that mimics the effect of the
zig-zag shape, is constructed in terms of these tensors. Using quite plausible values for the
magnitude of the zig-zag part of the interaction, a second-order phase transition to a smectic-
C phase is found, characterized by nonvanishing values of biaxial order parameters (v 3v 2),
etc. In the limit of perfect nematic order, the biaxial order parameters of the model are es-
sentially equivalent to the vector order parameters used by de Gennes and by McMillan. The
smectic planar structure is accounted for in the simple density-wave approximation of Kobaya-
shi and McMillan. Only one phase with more orientational order than the smectic-A phase is
obtained; this is in contrast to McMillan's dipole model, which shows three different ordered
phases (one of which corresponds to the smectic-C phase). The present model predicts that
the characteristic biaxialities in the smectic-C phase may easily grow up to values of 0(10 ).

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a "steric" model of the
sme'ctic-C phase. An effective interaction is writ-
ten down which takes into account, at least qualita-
tively, the packing requirements of zig-zag-shaped
molecules. The molecules are also assumed to be
symmetric, i.e., to have a center of symmetry, a
property which seems to be common to all the
known smectic-C materials. ' The interaction be-
tween such molecules is unchanged by the combined
operation v'(n)- —v'(n), P(n)- —P(n) (reversal
of molecular axes 3 and 2 of molecule n), but not
by the first or second operation alone. In the fol-
lowing, v' denotes the unit vector along the direc-
tion of the long molecular axis and v' that along
a transverse axis; in the nematic phase the aver-
age direction of v' determines the nematic axis. )
It follows that the orientational Hamiltonian depends
on mixed tensors v'(n)v'(n), etc. , as well as on
the usual tensors v'(u)v'(n), etc. ,

' and the possi-
bility arises of nonvanishing averages like (v'v').
In fact, according to the model presented below,
the transition from the smectic-A to the smectic-C
phase occurs when such averages become non-
vanishing.

As described in Sec. II, the zig-zag gross shape
of the molecules is thought to be a result of, most
likely, end chains symmetrically attached to the
molecules. The increased stability of the smectic-
C phase for higher members of a homologous series
of compounds is one experimental hint suggesting
that end chains play an important role in the for-

mation of the smectic-C phase.
In our model the planar structure of the smectic

phase is included within the simple density-wave
approximation of McMillan' and Kobayashi. 4 In
this respect the theoretical treatment presented
here is an improvement on the essentially two-di-
mensional calculation of McMillan in his electric-
dipole model for the smectic-C phase; it should be
easy to apply our treatment to that model also.

The tilt angle X appears in the model like a
geometric parameter of the system, and is in
this way similar to the pitch q (or rather qa, a being
a molecular length) in a cholesteric liquid crys-
tal' (see Appendix B). Thus, as in McMillan's
model, y is a secondary quantity which is a func-
tion of the characteristic order parameters of the
smectic-C phase, but not itself an order parame-
ter. In de Qennes's Landau theory, ' on the other
hand, the tilt angle X is taken as a primary quanti. -
ty. Qf course, if one is interested in X only, then
it is always possible to construct a phenomenologi-
cal theory with g as the primary quantity (elimi-
nating all the order parameters p. in favor of y from
the equilibrium equations 8F/8 V, =0, where E is
the free energy).

A result of the model is the prediction that the
orientational order in the smectic-C phase is bi-
axial--thetransverse axis v', say, prefers to be
in the tilting plane rather than normal to it. This
anisotropy perpendicular to the nematic axis grows
continuously from zero at the A. -C phase transi-
tion. The same result is obtained in McMillan's
model and, probably, in any molecular model of
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the smectic-C phase; the tilting plane (which is a
plane of reflection symmetry) breaks the uniaxial
symmetry of the molecular environment in the
smectic-C phase just as the pitch axis breaks it in
cholesteric liquid crystals (see also Sec. VI).'"

The steric model exhibits only one second-order
phase transition from the smectic-A phase to the
more ordered smectic-C phase. This is in con-
trast with the dipole model of McMillan, which
shows three different ordered phases below the
smectic-A phase (one of which corresponds to the
smectic-C phase). '

tween molecules which will mimic, at least quali-
tatively, the effect of the molecular zig-zag shape;
this interaction is then used in a standard mean-
field calculation (complicated somewhat by the
presence of the smectic density wave). This pro-
gram is in the same spirit as some previous work
on a very simple model for cholesteric liquid crys-
tals. "

The "zig-zag interaction" between a pair of mol-
ecules 1 and 2 is taken to be

-A (&)[t"(I)' t"(2)] [~'(I)' ~'(2)l

-[A, (x)/r,'] [v'(1) rv'(I) r+v'(2) rv'(2) r] .

II. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

We assume that the molecules of the system
possess a symmetric zig-zag shape (in addition to
being elongated —along the axis v'-as are all
liquid-crystal-forming molecules). The zig-zag
shape is most likely to result from end chains,
not collinear with the central body of the molecule,
as in the compounds n-heptyloxy azoxy benzene. '
A similar effect, from the point of view of the
problem of packing molecules, may perhaps also
be produced by symmetrically placed side chains
(Fig. 1). As mentioned in the introduction, the
smectic-C phase seems to occur only in symmetric
compounds.

The possibility that alkyl end chains placed aslant
on the molecule may be crucial for the formation
of the smectic-C phase has been recognized by
Wise, Smith, and Doane. ' However, they tentative-
ly ruled out this possibility on the basis of their
nuclear-magnetic-resonance experiment in tere-
phal-bis-4 (4 n-butylaniline). It seems to us that
the question is still open; the biaxialities are small
for small tilt angles (see Sec. V) and, further,
may have only a small effect on the observed nu-
clear-magnetic-resonance line shape. '

MeMillan has argued that the zig-zag shape of the
molecule may be helpful in increasing the stability
of the smectic-C phase. '

The point of view represented in this paper is
that the repulsive, or steric, forces play a pre-
dominant role in liquid crystals, "just as in simple
liquids. " That is, the characteristic orientational
order which distinguishes a mesophase from ordi-
nary liquids is assumed to be mainly a result of
the effect of molecular shape on the packing prob-
lem for the liquid. (In the case of the smectic
density suave, on the other hand, it appears that
attractive and repulsive forces are equally impor-
tant —the repulsive forces in defining a nemetic
axis and the attractive forces in favoring a density
wave along that axis. )

We write down a simple effective interaction be-

O &A, (r) &~4A, (r) (2)

is convenient. Correcting the second term of (1)
by a factor which is large only when molecules 1
and 2 are appropriately aligned would complicate
the model (by requiring the introduction of molec-
ular tensors v, v&

~ ~ v, v and corresponding order
parameters of order higher than 2) without essen-
tially modifying the qualitative behavior of the sum
(1) (provided A, &A,).

The total effective orientational Hamiltonian is
taken to be

H =H„+H„+H„,

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of two examples of
zig-zag molecu1ar shapes. Jagged lines represent semi-
flexible chains.

The first term accounts for the fact that the mol-
ecules interfere less with one another if their long
and short axes align together. The second term
represents the additional tendency of the molecules
to tilt over with respect to their intermolecular
vector r in order to achieve optimum packing (Fig.
1); r, is the range of A, (r). This interaction is in-
variant under the operation v'- —v', v'- —v' applied
to either one of the molecules, as required for sym-
metric molecules (Sec I). A criticism that may be
made of form (1) is that the second term favors
tilting even if the long and short axes of 1 and 2 are
not approximately aligned; however, by choosing
0 &A, (r) «A, (r) this unphysical feature of (1)
should become unimportant. The choice
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where

H. = —-' P -'A. (r)Q(~):Q(P), (4a)

U. (X; t]„&,) = U. (8„&,)
+ -', Q»(1) cos(2wg, /d)o]t'V, n, , (8)

H,.= ——,'Q (A, (r)R(a):H". ((3)

+ ', r (R(a)+R(l))] r), (4b)

where Vj„(8„$,) is McMillan's mean field for the smec-
/

tlc-A phase. In terms of the coordinates z, y defined
by the nematic axis Z and its perpendicular com-
panion F (the axes Z', Z, F are coplanar, see Fig.
2) we have

r=r -rs, Q(a) =v'((]')v (o) ——,'1,

R(n) =P(o.)v'(n) .
(4c)

f =a —ytany .

The order parameter 0 is

(z = (-,'q33(I) cos2w(, /d) .

(9)

(10)

The superscript "T"denotes matrix transpose.
H„ is the usual nematic term, "and H„ is the zig-
zag interaction. H„ is a term present also in sub-
stances having just a smectic-4 phase and no
smectic-C phase; it favors keeping the axes v' of
the molecules normal to the smectic planes. II„
may contain terms proportional to r Q(o). Q(P) r,
for example. Both H„and II„are expected to be
small compared to H„. The main effect of H„ is to
contribute to the free energy a positive term pro-
portional to X' (for small values of tilt angle ]t),

(e,.) = C„X',

A (r) =(V /pm' 'r')e " "~ (m=0, 1,2), (8)

where U -0 is an interaction strength with dimen-
sions of energy and p is the number density of the
system. It is useful to define parameters o. and
o.„connected with the functions A (r),

2

&.=2e ("-~'], -~.=(~r./d)'~ (7)

d is the wavelength of the smectic density wave in
the direction of the nematic axis.

where C„ is a function of the smectic-A. order
parameters (see Sec. IV). It should be noted that,
in general, H„also contributes a term proportion-
al to X' to the free energy. This is calculated in
Appendix A for the case that the system is kept at
constant volume.

The most convenient choice for the functions
A (r) appearing in Eqs. (4) is the Gaussian form'

Throughout this paper the brackets () denote the
mean-field average defined by

f d

(f(Q, ~)) =d I d~ dQh(Q, ~)f(Q, ~),
Jp

h (Q, g) = (1/Z, )e ' '" "
1 off

Z y~ ~+ -PU(n g)
cf ~0

0 stands for the Euler angles of a molecule mea-
sured in the tilted frame X, I', Z, and P is the in-
verse product of the absolute temperature T and
the Boltzmann constant k&. The molecular distri-
bution function

p(Q, g) = ph(Q, r. )

is, of course, periodic in g, Eq. (9), with the pe-
riod d (distance between smectic planes is d cosy).

Next we consider the contribution to U of the zig-
zag interaction H„. This contribution, denoted by
U„contains terms linear in y and is responsible
for the phase transition ]t =0 (smectic A) —]t &0
(smectic C). For simplicity, U, is evaluated only
up to the important linear terms in ]t (we consider
only small x, y &10 ' rad= 5'). This means tha. t
the shifting of the mass centers as y increases at
constant volume (see Appendix A) can be neglected;
i.e., we can put

r. = z'/cosy= z',

III. SMECTIC PLANES AND ZIG-ZAG INTERACTION

To define a tilt angle y the system must possess
another axis Z' besides the nematic axis Z associ-
ated with the orientational order. The normal to
the smectic planes in smectic liquid crystals pro-
vides the required axis of reference Z'. The sys-
tem is assumed to be kept at constant volume.

In Appendix A it is shown that the contribution
of H„ to the mean field U is, to second order in X,

Y'

Y

FIG. 2. Planar structure of smectic-A (left) and
smectic- C (right) liquid crystals. Coordinate axes Z, F
and Z', P used in Appendix A and Sec. III are shown.
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in calculating U, .
U, may be conveniently written as the sum of

three terms. The first term is the biaxial aligning
term U, ,:

U, O(Q~, g, ) = —R;)(1) d &2

comes, to first order in y,

U, , = cos(2wg, /d)((R» cos(2wg/d))

-}(((R„+R„)cos(2wg/d)))V, n,

x ~I dQ, p( Q„g,)R, , (2)A, (v),

where r = r, —r, . Following the same procedure as
in Appendix A and using approximation (11), the
above integral becomes

d

V,— dg, dn, h 0„& A, , 2

—Uc, ~- XU~, ~ ~

where R»=z R z, etc.
In a similar way one obtains the other tilting

term, U, „
t

U, , =(R„(l)—lt[R»(1)+R„(1)]].

xcos(2wf, /d)(cos2wf, /d) V, n,

(14)

2m/2 2wg~
1 + Q'~ cos cos

so that

U, ,(Q„g,) = -R,,(1)[(R„)+cos(2wg, /d)

x(R, , cos2wg/d)n, ] V, . (12)

Note that the presence of the smectic planes en-
hances the biaxial aligning influence of H„. This
effect is quite important since V, is certainly sig-
nificantly smaller than Vo.

The remaining two terms of U„coming from the
second part of H„, are tilting terms. One of these
terms is

(15)

The essential approximation involved in expres-
sions (12), (14), and (15) is the neglect of Fourier
components higher than cos2wz/d of the interaction
function e ' d"m. [or rather, of the distribution func-
tion g(8, z)] . This is done for simplicity, follow-
ing McMillan' and Kobayashi. '

The total mean field acting on a molecule at
=z, —y, tanX is

U(Q~, f, ) = U„(6~, g, ) + U, o(Q~, f, )

+ g U,'„+g'U, (e„g,) —ggU,'„,

U, , = —+ ~

d'&,
~

dQ, p(Q„K,)rr:R(2)A, (&) .
2 J

This again is reduced following the method of Ap-
pendix A and using approximation (11)

where

+ (contribution from P„).

(18)

xe ' "R(2)):,'( ' j'je')ee—
o, = (cos2wg/d) . (18)

In addition to o, another smectic-A order param-
eter v, has appeared above,

~l/2~ 2 g~ ' 2
2 2

x dQ, e(A, (,)e e e R(2)):e'e'

The Maier and Saupe" order parameter for the
nematic phase is denoted by g,

(19)

= V, n, cos ' (R (2) cos(2wg, /d)): z'z',2m(

(13)

since R:1=v' v'=0. Here x', y', z' are unit vec-
tors along the axes X', Y', Z' =X, 1", Z' (Fig. 2),

z' = z cosy —y sinX .
Expressed in the frame X, 1', Z, Eq. (13) be-

IV. ORDER PARAMETERS IN SMECTIC-C PHASE

The tilt angle y appears like an external field in
U, Eq. (16). As shown in Appendix B, this means
that y satisfies

(20)0= =2y(U, )- g U,'„&(U)

By Eqs. (8), (17), and (5) we have, for the system
kept at constant volume,
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(U, ) = V, o.,o' + C „(1i,o, o'„. . . ) =C,(q, o, o„.. . ) .

(21)

U = U, + X'U, —V, [P,, l1,(Q, ) + r,v, (Q„g,)]

—XV 2[7,o (Of, )+oo~,(Q„),)] . (26)
C, is an elastic constant of the smectic-A phase.
It depends on the order parameters g, 0, v~, . . . ,
which may be considered constant near the transi-
tion to the smectic-C phase.

From Eqs. (14), (15), and (18) we have

(22)

Both U, and U, have uniaxial symmetry (with sym-
metry axis Z). In the smectic-A phase only U,
exists.

V. SMECTIC-A -SMECTIC-C PHASE TRANSITION

A. Equilibrium equations

where

~, = ((R» +R») cos 2v g/d) (23)

The mean-field approximation to the free energy
per molecule E for the system with the mean field
(26) is given by (see Appendix B)

is an order parameter peculiar to the smectic-C
phase (obviously 7, = 0 in uniaxial smectic-A phase),
and V, =V,a, . Combining Eqs. (20)—(22) we have

X = (V,o./C, )7,

The mean field U, Eq. (16), is quite complicated.
Before proceeding further we note some simplifying
features. First, any order parameter E,&

=(R,,f(Q», f)) with one of i 4j equal to I van-
ishes, since the plane ZY'is a plane of symmetry.
Further, ~F;, ~ «~F»~ for iw3, if we assume that
the nematic order is well established (so that the
v' axis of a molecule has small probability of de-
viating far from the Z axis). To keep the calcula-
tions reasonably simple we neglect the E,, with
i c3. The contribution U, of the zig-zag interaction
to the mean field becomes then, from Eqs. (12),
(14), and (15),

U, (1) = —V, [i1(Q,)P. + w(Q„&,)g

+ P. 1(Q1)P.1+ T1(Q1l g1)71]

+V(o (K )[ —X7]

where the convention Z=(Z(Q, f)), for any function
Z(Q, K), has been introduced as well as the notation

p, (Q, ) =R»(1), 7 (Q„f,) =R»(1) c2os),1/1d,

(25)

p, ,(Q, ) = R»(l), r, (Q „g,) = R»(1) co2sn g, /d .
The functions p, (Q, ) and (Q„7$ )ar1e even under

the transformation v', - —v', (v', = v' y), and the cor-
responding averages p. and 7 are nonvanishing in
the smectic-A phase [but small since R»(1) =0 for
a molecule with v'=z]. p, and 7 are not expected
to vary significantly near the transition to the
smectic-C phase, and the associated terms in the
mean field may be collected with U„(8, g) into a
term Uo(Q, g), which is supposed known,

pF = p[ zU, —TS,] = —zpU1+ pF1

X (V2oo/Cl)~1 771 ~ (29)

Expanding Z, for small values of p.„~„X,and us-
ing Eqs. (29) and (21) one gets, neglecting terms
of fourth and higher order,

(30)

= —zP (Uo) —zPX'C, + zK, (p, ', + v, )+ XK2o,w, -lnZ, V,

(27)

where U„S„and E, are the energy, entropy, and
Helmholtz free energy of a molecule in the single-
particle potential (26);

K, -PV„K, —PV, ,

and V is the (fixed) volume of the system (Z, has
been defined in Sec. III).

It is easy to see that the equilibrium conditions
BE/8 p, , =BF/B7, BF/B=X =0 lead to the self-consis-
tency equations

(28a)

(28b)

(28 c)

(Here the self-consistency equation for o„o,
= (o,(g)) has been assumed. The variation of o,
near the transition A. - C is unimportant and may
be neglected. )

The free energy (27) is unchanged by the trans-
formation p. „7„X- —i1„-7„-X(which corre-
sponds to a rotation of the system about the Z axis
by 180'). Therefore a second-order phase transi-
tion g =0-X &0 is expected. In fact, in the limit of
perfect nematic and smectic order considered in
Appendix C it is easy to show that the phase tran-
sition must be second order. Accordingly, we look
for solutions of Eqs. (28) with p, » r„X small.

Substituting (28b) into (28c) gives
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where Z', is the smectic-A. value of Z, correspond-
ing to just the term tj, of the mean field U, Eq.
(26), and the quantities

a = —, dr. ]tdQe 8 0[iI,(Q)] [r,(Q, f)]"
xd ~0

K,K,'d —(K,a» + K', a») + 1 = 0,
where

2= 0 oa —a~~,

With the notation

s =a»+e'a„, e' =1+V2'v'0/VICI

(36)

are smectic-A averages. Also, K', =PV'„where (so that K', =K,e'), the solution of (36) for d = 0 is

V', = Vl+ V2oo/C, . (32) K, =1/s. (37)

Multiplying Eq. (28a) by ZI and expanding (1/d)
x J e "p, I(Q) to third order in p,„r„y, one ob-
tains, with the help of Eq. (29),

In the case of Appendix C, a„=a» = 2, and (37) be-
comes K, = 1/e, in agreement with Eq. (Cll). For
general d the required solution of (36) is

I 20)i I I ll I 2 I( 20 3KI 40)i 1

1
+KIKI ( 11 2 I 31)l I I

s —(s' —4e'd)I~2
1.C (38)

+ [K;2
2 (a» —K,a22) —K,D20]

ll ('I 13 I 11) I '

The quantities D „are defined by

D..=([~,(Q)]"[,(Q, ~)]"».,

(33)

[This reduces to Eq. (37) for
~

4e'd/s'~ «1.]
C. Solution for order parameters

In the limit K,—K„, Eqs. (35) hold and

I2,/T, =K'„a„/(1 —K„a») = (1 —K;,a„)/K„a» =f, . —

(39)

D =rK.o.(t) r'P~.—(Q, t),
(34)

B. Critical temperature

At temperatures just below the phase transition
Jtly 7

y
0 and the following pair of homogeneous

linear equations must be satisfied:

(1 -KIa20)ilI -K;a„7',=0,

—K,a»ill+ (1 K', a„)rI =0—.

(35a)

(35b)

Equation (35a) is the linear part of the expansion
(33) of Eq. (28a), and (35b) is the linear part of the
corresponding expansion of Eq. (28b). Therefore
the critical temperature is fixed by the require-
ment that the determinant of the coefficients in
Eqs. (35) be zero,

where the symbol (), means a smectic-A average-
the same average with the mean field U, as in def-
inition (31) of the quantities a „. Similarly, another
equation is derived starting from Eq. (28b); this
equation can be obtained from Eq. (33) by two
sets of replacements: (a) In the terms prefixed with

a plus sign replace one factor of pI by 7,; (b) in
the terms prefixed with a minus sign replace a „,
D „by a, „,„D,„,„respectively.

It may be checked that in the limit of perfect
nematic and smectic order used in Appendix C
(when rI- p.„a „-a,„,D =0, and a, =1 /I, )

Eq. (33) reduces to the first two terms of (C10).

P I = (fo+f )Tl f =0(rI) ~ (4o)

Substitution of Eqs. (40) into Eq. (33) and into the
similar expanded form of Eq. (28b) gives

(1 K,a„)(f,+f ') —K;a„+EIT', = 0,

(1 -K', a„)—K,a„(f,+f ') + E2r2I = 0,
to second order in ~, . The coefficient E, is

EI = —,'f0K', (a,0 ——3'KIa40) +f', K,K; (a» ——,'KIa»)

(41)

+f0KI (a„-KIa22 —2K,D„/K )

—(~I;3a„+K',D„)

E2 can be obtained from EI by replacing (a) in
terms prefixed with a plus sign one f, by 1 and (b)
in terms prefixed with a minus sign a
and D „-0, „,, Eliminating f' from Eqs. (41)
gives

K,a„[(1—K,a20)f0 —K', a„]
+ (1 —K,a»)[(1 —K', a„) K,a» f,]

+ [KIa»EI+ (1 —K,a»)F2] r21 = 0 . (42)

For small AK =K, -K„(bK/K„= nT/T, = sK'/
K'„) the zero-order terms in (42) reduce to

Since op&0, it is clear that p, , and ~, have the same
sign [this can also be seen from the free energy
(27) and Eq. (30)]; therefore K„&1/a„, which pro-
vides another argument for the choice (38)-the
smaller root of Eq. (36). We now try the solution
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(K„f,+K;,f, ')a»AT/T, , so that 7, is given by

fo+fo'K'„/K '~ T —T
(43)

e' = 1 + O(10 ') = 1

[e' is defined after Eq. (36)]. Therefore

s = a»+ a„=a»(1+a„/a»),

o./ 20- (&o)o.

Also

d= a'„((o',), -g', ).

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

To estimate (v2O), the probability distribution
e"oi chas been used; this gives o, =0.66, (o2O)

=0.65. Combining these values with Eqs. (44)-(47)
one obtains

4e 'd/s' = 4 x 0.22/(1. 65)' =

and, expanding Eq. (38),

K„=1/s = 1/1.65a„.
The average a20 is

a„=( p, ',),= —,'(( cos'8), + ( cos' 6),)

(48)

[since ii, (O, ) =R»(1) =e v'(1)v'(I) j=cos8(cos8
x sing cosg+cosQ sing), in terms of Euler angles
6, &p, g]. The formula,

n

(sin'"8) = —ln ~

d88'"e-»'=
BA.

valid for large A. = 23P V,q, can be used to get an
approximate value for (cos'6), . With & =7.5
(which gives i)-0.8), one finds a„=0.4 and

(50)

where Eq. (39) has been used several times. This
has the usual temperature dependence (T, -T)' ' of
a second-order phase transition in mean-field the-
ory. To lowest order in r„p,, =f,7, [Eq. (40)].

In the limit of perfect nematic and smectic order
used in Appendix C, f,= 1, K'„/K„=2e —1, F,
=F, =2C, (K„)/I„and (43) gives

p, = ( I/F', ~')(~/K„)'~' = [I,bK/2K„C, (K„)]'~',

which agrees with Eq. (C12) (since p, = ep. , = p, ,/K„).
The critical temperature (or K„) and the propor-

tionality constant in Eq. (43) are given by Appendix
C in the limit of perfect smectic-A order. To end

this section we give estimates of these quantities
for more realistic imperfect smectic-A order.

I.et us assume i)-0.8, o -0.6 (which corresponds
to PV, -5 in Fig. 4 of Ref. 3) and o, -a/i)-0. 7. In
view of Eqs. (2) and (21), and V, &V„ it follows
that

As one expects, the range of stability of the
smectic-C phase is decreased when the smectic-4
order is imperfect.

Substituting K„=I/s into Eq. (39) gives

f, = (s —a~)/a» ——a„/a» - I/o, -1.4, (51)

which is the same as an estimate directly from
the definition of f„f,= p, ,/T, - I/a, .

Similarly one obtains the order of magnitudes

y-10 ', D „y'pC, (sin'8), -10 ' (m+n & 2)

(of course, D„=O by the definitions of C„y, D),
and

~ F, ~
is significantly smaller than F, since, owing

to Eq. (51), there is more cancellation of negative
and positive contributions in I,.

As a final check, one may easily verify that for
K, &K„ the free energy (27) is smaller for T, (and

g„y) nonvanishing than for v., = ii, = y =0.
Of course, the calculation presented in this

paper has only qualitative or semiquantitative
validity. Mean-field theory has been used to de-
scribe a second-order phase transition, only the
lowest Fourier component of the smectic planar
structure has been included (Sec. III), and a par-
ticular simple form for the zig-zag interaction has
been used (Sec. II).

VI. COMMENTS

It has been shown in this paper that steric ef-
fects, in particular the zig-zag gross shape of the
molecules of a smectic material, may be able to
account for the second-order smectic-A. -smectic-
C phase transition. From the end of Sec. V it fol-
lows that V, /V, =K,/K, - 1.5/5 -0.3. This estimate
for the magnitude of the zig -zag interaction is
small enough to be plausible (e.g. , if V, corre-
sponds to a nematic transition temperature of
500 'K, then a substance whose nematic interac-
tion strength. equals Vy:0 3V, has a nematic tem-
perature of 150 K; i.e. , in effect it would show
no mesophase properties).

We mentioned in Sec. I that there is some simi-
larity between the angles y in the smectic-C phase
and qa in cholesteric liquid crystals. However,
there are some important differences too. While

X can become as large as 45', qa is always of the
order of 1'or less. Further, q& is determined es-
sentially by the nematic order parameter of the
liquid crystal, ' while y is determined entirely by
a biaxial order parameter (v, in our model). Thus
in the smectic-C phase the biaxial order parame-
ters play a primary role and in the cholesteric
phase only a secondary role (in the cholesteric



phase the biaxialities are a consequence of the
helical structure, not its cause). It is for this rea-
son that the biaxialities in cholesteric liquid crys-
tals are determined to be of order (qa)' and there-
fore small, "while in the smectic-C phase there
is no such limitation on the biaxialities. From
Sec. V it follows that the biaxial order parameters
in the smectic-C phase may easily grow to values
of O(10 ') Ie.g. , put T,- 500 'K and T, —T-25 'K
in Eq. (43), etc.].

In view of the quite respectable values of the bi-
axialities predicted for the smectic-C phase it
should be feasible to test the model by direct ex-
perimental observation of the biaxial anisotropy,
something that is much harder to do for the cho-
lesteric phase. Magnetic-resonance experiments
can be done and perhaps also optical experiments-
e.g, , an optical-reflectance experiment'~ in a
twisted smectic-C material. "

In some liquid crystals there is a direct transi-
tion from the nematic phase to the smectic -C
phase with a large and apparently temperature-in-
dependent tilt angle. It is clear that in the model
presented here such a direct transition would hap-
pen for sufficiently large V, /V, .

It may be noted that the form of our zig-zag in-
teraction, Eq. (4b), implies that the tilt angle y
can never exceed &m. F,xperimentally, the rule
g & 4r seems always to be satisfied.

The present model suggests that the natural
order parameters for the smectic-C phase are
(R) and (Rcos2vg/d), rather than the vector order
parameters used by de (3ennes' and McMillan. '
It is easy to see, however, that in the limit of per-
fec t nemati c order McMi lian's order parameter is
essentially the same as (R) and de Gennes's is
equivalent to y(Rcos2m&/d), owing to Eqs. (25)
and (29). (Recall R= v'v'. )

To further investigate the validity of the steric
model, studies of similar compounds having a
smectic phase and differing in their end chains
would be useful.

The magnetic-resonance spectra of solute mole-
cules in nematic solvents have been used to deduce
information concerning the structure of the solute
molecules. '6 It may be possible to gain more in-
formation, provided accurate enough measure-
ments can be made, by using liquid-crystal sol-
vents with biaxial orientational order.

APPENDIX A

Consider a material in the smectic-A phase and
described by the effective Hamiltonian B„ofEq.

(4a). Let the axis Z be the nematic axis normal
to the smectic planes (see Fig. 2). Now we imag-
ine a uniform shearing deformation of the fluid,
with the 1' axis perpendicular to the shearing
planes. Only the centers of mass of the molecules
are shifted according to the rule (x, y, z)- (x, y, z
+ytany), the nematic axis and the volume of the
system remaining fixed. The resulting configura-
tion is that of a smectic-C with tilt angle X. The
average distance between neighboring molecules
in the same smectic plane has increased from u,
say, to M/cosy -~(1+y'/2), and this results in an
increase of (H„) proportional to y' (small y). The
calculation of this increase in mean-field approxi-
mation is outlined below.

The single-molecule distribution function in the
deformed state is p(8, z —y tang), where p(8, z) is
the distribution in the original smectic-A. configu-
ration. p(8, z) is periodic in z, with the period
d equal to the thickness of a smectic-A. layer; 6)

is the angle between the Z axis and the axis v3 of
the molecule. The interaction energy of molecule
1 with the rest of the fluid is (with r = r, —r, and

z- -y taXn)

n & 1& 1 +3/2~3~ 2

x ) dQ, (—,cos'8„—z)p(8„$ )2

Isee Eqs. (4a) and (4c)]. Let x', y', z' denote the
system of coordinates obtained by rotating the
axes Z, F about A' through the angle g,

x —x, p —8 s1nX + p cosX, & —& cosX —g sing .
The axis Z' is normal to the new smectic planes
(Fig. 2). Introducing the primed coordinates in the
integral above one gets, for r, far (on the scale of
~,) from the system's surface,

I2 2
O d~r e-z /ro

n ~l/2~ p
2

P

dQ2 2cos'6» —2 P 8» cosg

Changing the integration variable to g, =z,'/cosy
and making the truncated Fourier expansion

e ~ P" o=(v' 'r,'/E, )(1 +o,' oc2swg /d+. . . ),
Il' 'Px,'=r, /cosy, a,'=2e i'"'P"'

in ,I. &f & ,I., L»t„——one-obtains C'with p(8, j)
= p&(8, &)1

d&, dQ, 1+ o,o cos——,Q„(2)h(8„&,)-', Q„(I)= 2Q»(I) q + cos ' n, cr I
-~O L .-r,(2
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g and o are defined in Sec. III, Q(1) in Sec. II.
[The origin of coordinates is chosen so that h(6; g)
= h (6; —r ); hence ( /»(2) s in2v &,/d) = 0.] Thus,
for small g,

U. (X; ~„K,) =U.(~„'5,)
+ (—,')Q„(1)cos(2m&, /d) V,oy',

np, „(p„.—(V„(T)))(" '=0

in view of (Bl). The free energy is

F = —,'(U) TS, .

(B3)

(B4)

where

U„(G„&,) = —(-', )Q„(I)[g+cos(2wg, /d) o.,a] V,

is the McMillan mean field and Vo= Von, (see Sec.
III). The increment in (H„) is given by

(2/~)((H. ), —(H.).) = (U. (X)) —(U.&
= V. 'X'

APPENDIX 8

Let a system with single-particle coordinates 7

be described by a mean field U(7; P) of the form

U(~i()= —Q 4 V, (~)4" (&=0 1 2 ~ ~ ) ~

The p.„are order parameters given by

V. =(V.(~)),
where

(f(~))=—Z ~

«~ f(~) I
1

(a 1)

(B2)

where (U) = —g g„p„p" and the p.„,g are consid-
ered independent.

The mean-field expression for the entropy (per
molecule) is

TS, = U, —F~ = —g p.„p,„P"+P 'InZ~

(the subscript 1 is used to indicate single-particle
quantities for a molecule in the mean field). We
have

z =' dve

(n' may be different from n; however, such unsym-
metric terms in U always occur in pairs, (V'„) V„
+(V„)V„.) The parameter g can be an external
field, but it can also be an internal parameter
describing geometric relations between different
parts of the system. An example of this latter
case, other than the smectic-C mesophase consid-
ered in this paper, is provided by cholesteric
liquid crystals where g=q=pitch wave number.

In the case that g is an internal parameter, its
value in equilibrium minimizes the appropriate
free energy. We now show that in the mean-field
approximation this condition reduces to minimiza-
tion of the energy with respect to the explicit P;
i.e. , g satisfies

Since 8F/S p.„=0 [equivalent to (Bl)], it follows
that dF/dg=&F/Sg and, by (B4) and (BS), that Eq.
(B2) is satisfied in equilibrium.

The mean field given by Eq. (26) in the text is
of the more general form U(~; P) =Q p.„
x V„(7')P", where some of the V„(v) (and the cor-
responding order parameters p„)may be the
same for different n, m. It is easy to see, however,
that the above argument still holds.

APPENDIX C

We consider here the limiting case of perfect ne-
matic and smectic order, i.e.,

1 OO O-1 (Cl)

g ~ g0 -HCgX 1 2 Q)t, 2Kygg CSP
1 (C4)

P, = g, +yV, /2V, , (C 5)

and K„K, are defined in Sec. V. The fact that the
fluctuations of U, away from its average value C,
are negligible in the limit (Cl) has been used in

Eq. (C4).
From (C3) and (C4) one can see that the operation

p. ,- —p,„X--X is a symmetry of the system;

Two reasons make it worthwhile to study this case:
(a) It provides a simple and transparent example of
our model for the smectic-C phase; (b) in this
simple case it is easy to see that there is no first-
order phase transition competing with the second-
order transition obtained in Sec. V.

In the limit (Cl)

7,(II, t) = u, (&)~.(K) V, (fl)—, ~, = Vp.
and the mean field, Eq. (26), can be written

U-Uo+y'U, —2 p. ,(Q)(p, , +yV, /2V, )V, —p, ,y V, .

(C2)

Further, in the limit (C1), with e, =z v'(1) =+1,

p, ,(Q, ) =R„(1)= e, v'(I) y —= e, cosg, .
Hence the free energy per particle, F, is given in
the mean-field approximation (see Appendix B) by

PF =
& (-P (U,) —y'PC, + 2 g, p, ,K, + p, ,ltK, ) —lnZ„

(CS)

where
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0(p (g y&0 (C6)

IX has the same sign as g„Eq. (C8)].
It is easy to see that the equilibrium conditions

BE/Sg, = BE/BX =0 lead to

p, , —(cosy) =0,

X= (V,/C, )(cosp),

where the average reduces to

(G7)

(C8)

(cos()—, cosine' ~" ~ ' d$

g p e211 graf. g COSQ d)()
j.

physically, it corresponds to rotating the system
by 180'about the Z axis (Fig. 2). It follows that
we can restrict ourselves to

K„=Io/2eI, = 1/e (C11)

C, becomes zero, and for K, &K„, C, &0. For
small K, -K„, C,„&0, for n& 1, and it follows
that there is just one solution g, of Eq. (C10)
Isince —

~ C,
~

+P",(2K,p, )'"C,„/(2n)!, with C,„&0,
is an increasing function of p, for g, &0].

For small 6K =K, —K„, Eq. (C10) gives

0= C,(K, ) + 2(2K, p, ) C, (K,)+ ~ . ~

= —2ei2~+ 2(2K,~p, ) C2(K„),

Since l,„&I,„„,C,„&0 for all n if K, is small, e.g. ,
K, &(2e) ', then the right-hand side of (C10) is
positive for p, = e p. , & 0, and the only solution is
p, =0; i.e., at high temperatures the unique solu-
tion of Eqs. (C7) and (C8) is p, =X,=O. At

X = (V,/C, )p,

Equation (C7) can be written

(G9)

0=/. ,&,
' —P (2K, P,,)'"'

(2 1), I
n=O

or, on using (C9),

0 —Q (2K, p, ,)"
0

(C10)

where

C,„(K,) =I,„—(2K,e/2n+ 1)I,„„,
e = 1+ V', /2 V,C, ,

I~=
60

cos'" it dg .

We show now that the conditions (C7) and (C8)
have just one solution in the interval given by (C6);
as the temperature is lowered, or K, increased,
the solution goes continuously from jjj, y X 0 to p],
g &0, at a critical value K,~.

Substituting (C7) in (C8) gives

so that

II,AK/2K„c, (K„)P~' T —7,
)

'~'

with K„=P,V, = V, /ksT, Note .K„& 1 in the pres-
ent case.

Note added in proof We have . not been very ex-
p].icit above about how the nematic axis Z is de-
fined. An appropriate general definition is that
the Z axis is the principal axis of (Q) correspond-
ing to the largest eigenvalue 2q/3. It may be
noted also that in general (Q) can be biaxial,
(Q) =q(22 —s)+&(xx -yg) (Priest and Lubensky,
Ref 2; Re.f. 7). The possibility 4 OO was disre-
garded in Appendix A, but it is easy to see that to
O(X') in the free energy no error was introduced.
This is because the biaxiality ~ is unchanged by a
180' rotation of the system about the Z axis, which
means that ~ is an even function of p.„~„g,i.e.,
& =O(X'). Therefore, the additional terms in the
mean field of Appendix A, which are of order
(Q» —Q»)b, , make contributions only of order
&'-X4 to the increment (II„)„—(H„) and the free
energy.
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